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This country railroad station, on the edge of a small village in a pleasant valley, is waiting for you to

bring it to life. You can make it bustle by using the 32 peel-and-apply images of passengers, a

locomotive, railway cars, porters, baggage racks, freight cars, crossing signs, a taxi, and other

stickers around this rural transportation center.And because the stickers are reusable, you can

create one busy train station scene after another.
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This country railroad station, on the edge of a small village in a pleasant valley, is waiting for you to

bring it to life. You can make it bustle by using the 32 peel-and-apply images of passengers, a

locomotive, railway cars, porters, baggage racks, freight cars, crossing signs, a taxi, and other

stickers around this rural transportation center.And because the stickers are reusable, you can

create one busy train station scene after another.

Always an excellent option for my 5 years old son, it maintains him engaged and busy when we go

to the restaurant (I buy them always for that), this is like the number 10 that I buy. I used to buy

them at Cracked Barrel but they don't sell them anymore, so  saved me with this one too.I have to

buy them in bulks lol the good thing is that there are different subjects for this purse, pocket littler



entertainers, I use them for plane trips, road trip and even as goodies for parties could being great

option.

I bought this for my kids to play with while we were waiting in line at Disneyland. It was a hit. I

recommend these stickers because kids LOVE stickers and you can easily reuse these in the book

over and over again. Since Disneyland, I have also used these at restaurants and in long car rides. I

would definitely buy these again.

I bought this to throw into my diaper bag while traveling with my train-obsessed 2.5 year old. I

figured this book would be fun for him when I needed an easy-to-carry distraction. I wound up

pulling it out once, when my husband and I were trying to eat but our son was totally uninterested in

the meal. I thought it might keep him occupied long enough for us to finish our food. It helped a bit,

but to be honest, it didn't keep his interest very long, and he didn't enjoy it as much as I'd

hoped.Here's a breakdown of the good and the bad:First of all, they really mean the "little" in Dover

Little Activity Book brand name - the book is a bit smaller than a 4x6 photo. It's made up of a cute

little train tracks/train station/countryside sort of background scene spanning the inside of the

covers, and a couple of pages of removable, reusable train, car, and people stickers that can be

placed on the background pages to fill in the scene. The stickers are indeed removable and

reusable (though they can tear when handled by a not-entirely-gentle toddler). There are plenty of

stickers to keep a little one interested. However, because the book was so small, there's really only

room for a few stickers at a time. That became a problem in a fairly short time. My little guy got very

frustrated when he wanted to line up several train cars on the pictured tracks, but ran out of room to

place them on the page.If the book had been just a bit bigger, I think my son would have found less

frustration and more enjoyment. Even changing the orientation (having the "spine" along the

shortest edge, so the book opens into a longer, narrower scene) would have helped. As it was, this

little book kept my toddler busy for just a little while before he lost patience with its tiny size. If you're

looking to keep a little one busy with a quiet activity for no more than 5-10 minutes at a stretch, this'll

do the trick. If you're hoping for a bit more, this little book probably isn't for you.

I purchased a bunch of these (different titles) for a plane trip to keep my 3.5 and 1.5 year old girls

busy (just got home yesterday, actually). They LOVED these. No, they don't really have a great

"sticking area" to actually stick the stickers to - they limit this to the inside of the front and back

covers. However kids love stickers regardless of the packaging or functionality and they like to stick



them on themselves too - so this was of no consequence. They kept the girls busy for hours. My 3.5

year old loved them so much that she wanted to know if she could have a new sticker book today (I

still have a few left over). Totally worth the money. Oh, and if you're having a themed party, getting

one that patches your theme would be great for goody bags! I will buy this again and again...

Nice quality. Great for little rewards or to keep in the diaper bag.

I have two sons, ages 4 and 6. They are active, as boys generally tend to be. Having these little

booklets around is a great way to engage them in something productive -- for less than two

dollars.Each book contains a background "scene" and four sheets of stickers (far more than will fit

on the "scene" at one time).Since we discovered that the stickers are NOT really reusable (while

they do peel off the "scene" easily, they curl up when you stick them back onto the sticker sheet) -- I

make a photocopies of the "scene" (one for each son) and divide up the stickers between them.

They are always excited to "do stickers" and they keep their scenes to look at again and again.

Perfect little activity book. The size was exactly as described. Cute little sticker book for a train

letter. You can place your stickers any where you want. great stocking stuffer for my 2 year old train

loving guy.

I purchased this sticker book and the three other train sticker books similar to it as party favors for

my son's train themed birthday party. The item description (demensions, amount of stickers, etc) is

exactly what you get. A pocket sized book of stickers perfect for a party favor for little boys or girls.

Or, a sticker book to throw in your diaper bag as a distraction for your little one at dinner or a

wedding or wherever they might need a distraction. Or just a simple little book of stickers just for

your child to enjoy. And, at $1 a piece, who can complain? So enjoy!
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